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King's Throne Jennifer Ashley
Supernaturally gifted cocktail
waitress Sookie Stackhouse
heads for New Orleans, where
she is forced to contend with
her own family's dark legacy
and a variety of potentially
lethal characters.

White Tiger Jennifer Ashley
The New York Times bestselling author of
Guardian’s Mate returns to the world of
the Shifters and a tale of a new love under
fire... A man is only as strong… Red wolf
Shifter Dimitri has fought his whole life for
respect. It is claimed that red wolves are
tainted with coyote blood and therefore not
pure. He may not be skilled at verbally
defending himself, but because he's a
bodyguard, tracker, and champion of the

fight clubs, his fists are always ready for
some rough and tumble. However, he’d
prefer a roll in the hay with the woman who
is his oldest friend. …as the woman who’s
got his back… A spirited leopard Shifter and
a fellow tracker, Jaycee Bordeaux has no
problem forging a mate bond with Dimitri,
but soon the two are called to infiltrate a
rogue group bent on enslaving Shifters.
Jaycee may have defended Dimitri from
taunts before, but they now face a more
lethal danger—one that threatens not only
the future of their people, but also their
love.
Libriomancer Penguin
Includes excerpt from Codex born (pages 351-359).
Lone Wolf Jennifer Ashley
Dylan Morrissey forgoes the Shifters’
traditional Yule celebration, to his family’s
dismay. Instead, he joins Ben at the haunted
house in New Orleans, planning to meet with
potential, if dangerous, allies in the Shifters’
constant struggle for freedom. But the sentient
house has other ideas. Dylan wakes up—or
rather doesn’t—unable to move or speak, and is
taken on a journey to the past, present, and
future. Ben, Zander, and Tiger are his guides,
but is what they are showing him truth? Return
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to Shiftertown for a Shifters Unbound take on a
classic Christmas tale!
A Shifter Christmas Carol Penguin
This essential sourcebook serves
primarily as a player resource focused on
adventuring skills for characters of any
class. It also provides new information on
several organizations and guilds.

Feral Heat Penguin
SECOND SIGHT AND SEDUCTION…
Daniel Mackenzie lives up to the
reputation of the scandalous
Mackenzie family—he has wealth, looks,
and talent, and women love him. When
he meets Violet Bastien—one of the
most famous spiritual mediums in
England—he immediately knows two
things: that Miss Bastien is a fraud,
and that he’s wildly attracted to her.
Violet knows she can’t really contact
the other side, but she’s excellent at
reading people. She discerns quickly
that Daniel is intelligent and dangerous
to her reputation, but she also finds
him generous, handsome, and
outrageously wicked. But spectres
from Violet’s past threaten to destroy
her, and she flees England, adopting
yet another identity. Daniel is
determined to find the elusive Violet
and pursue the passion he feels for
her. And though Violet knows that her
scandalous past will keep her from
proper marriage, her attraction to
Daniel is irresistible. It’s not until
Daniel is the only one she can turn to
that he proves he believes in
something more than cold facts. He
believes in love.
The Poetical Works. With a Life of the
Author Little, Brown
In the latest Shifters Unbound novel, a
man has resigned himself to a life half
lived. But a beautiful, courageous
woman has him longing for something
more… Graham McNeil knows that his

pack is unruly, but he’s not sure he can
take the next step toward Shiftertown
stability—choosing a new mate. After
losing his mate and son long ago,
Graham has worked hard to keep his
heart in check. And even if he was
inclined to bind himself again, his
girlfriend, Misty, is human—a fact that
won’t sit well with Graham’s old-
fashioned wolves. But Graham is up
against a new enemy, one who could
spell danger and death to all of
Shiftertown. Graham must now defend
his leadership and save Misty, the
woman he has grown to love—before
Shiftertown is pulled into an all-out
war.
Introduction to Compilers and
Language Design Penguin
A sexy Shifters Unbound Anthology,
including the novellas Lone Wolf and
Feral Heat Together in one volume for
the first time, two sexy paranormal
tales of untamed passion,
uncontrollable attraction, and
unquenchable desire… In Lone Wolf,
Ellison Rowe is a wolf Shifter and a
self-proclaimed cowboy, but he’s still
searching for someone to ease his
loneliness. Maria is a human taking
refuge among the Shifters, trying to
move on from her haunted past. When
Ellison and Maria team up, the passion
between them is undeniable—as is the
hope that their love is just what they
both need to start anew… In Feral
Heat, Jace Warden finds himself in
close quarters with beautiful and
courageous shifter Deni Rowe when he
travels to Austin to find a way to free
all Shifters from their Collars. As Deni
and Jace work together, they feel the
mate bond begin. But Deni has troubles
of her own, and even Jace’s fierce
devotion might not be enough to help
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her…

Single Weretiger DILF Penguin
The New York Times bestselling
author of White Tiger returns as
primal desire draws two lone
shifters into each other’s arms...
She wasn’t ready to lead... Chosen
as the Guardian of her Montana
Shiftertown, wolf Shifter Rae Lyall
is facing opposition—for no woman
has ever been selected for this
powerful position. Still adjusting to
the new authority thrust upon her,
Rae travels to train with Zander
Moncrieff, a Shifter healer, tasked
with teaching her about her new
role and its responsibilities. He
wasn’t ready to love... A polar bear
Shifter, Zander wears no Collar and
follows no rules but his own. Rae
finds him arrogant and demanding,
yet compelling and intriguing.
Zander has no wish to mate but the
sassy Guardian is drawing him out
of his shell, stirring feelings long
suppressed. And when a new threat
looms over Rae’s home, she and
Zander must race to the rescue,
forced closer to danger...and to
each other.
Where the Heart Beats Penguin
Wolf Shifter Broderick is stuck looking
after his three younger brothers and a
Collar-less Shifter who is driving him
crazy, but he’s putting up with it for
Joanne, the human woman he, for some
reason, wants to impress. Joanne Greene,
while grateful to Broderick for rescuing
her sister, doesn’t know what to make of
him. She’s been a loner most of her life,
better able to relate to computers and
coding than to people, until she’s drawn
into the world of the Shifters. Broderick is
everything Joanne is not—a fighter and a

tracker, from a rough-and-tumble family,
better at working with his hands than
understanding the netherworld of
Joanne’s computer programmer life.
Broderick is also extremely protective,
wanting to draw her under his care as he
does everyone else. When Broderick is
captured, mistaken for a Guardian, it’s
Joanne who figures out that hackers are
after the Guardian Network, the database
that holds the deep secrets of Shifters
past and present. Strangely Broderick now
holds the key to stopping the hackers from
releasing deadly danger on the Shifters,
and Joanne with her coding skills is the
only one who can help him. A short novel
of the Shifters Unbound series. Events
take place after Bear Attraction.
Tiger Magic National Geographic Books
The first Chicagoland Vampires novel
from New York Times bestselling author
Chloe Neill. Sure, the life of a graduate
student wasn't exactly glamorous, but it
was Merit's. She was doing fine until a
rogue vampire attacked her. But he only
got a sip before he was scared away by
another bloodsucker and this one decided
the best way to save her life was to make
her the walking undead. Turns out her
savior was the master vampire of
Cadogan House. Now she’s traded
sweating over her thesis for learning to fit
in at a Hyde Park mansion full of vamps
loyal to Ethan Lord o the Manor Sullivan.
Of course, as a tall, green-eyed, four-
hundred-year-old vampire, he has
centuries’ worth of charm, but
unfortunately he expects her
gratitude—and servitude. But an
inconvenient sunlight allergy and Ethan’s
attitude are the least of Merit's concerns.
Someone's still out to get her. Her
initiation into Chicago's nightlife may be
the first skirmish in a war...and there will
be blood.

Pride Mates EverAfter Romance
Victorian class lines are crossed
when cook Kat Holloway is drawn
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into a murder that reaches all the
way to the throne. Highly sought-
after young cook Kat Holloway
takes a position in a Mayfair
mansion and soon finds herself
immersed in the odd household of
Lord Rankin. Kat is unbothered by
the family’s eccentricities as long
as they stay away from her kitchen,
but trouble finds its way below
stairs when her young Irish
assistant is murdered. Intent on
discovering who killed the helpless
kitchen maid, Kat turns to the ever-
capable Daniel McAdam, who is
certainly much more than the
charming delivery man he pretends
to be. Along with the assistance of
Lord Rankin’s unconventional sister-
in-law and a mathematical genius,
Kat and Daniel discover that the
household murder was the barest tip
of a plot rife with danger and
treason—one that’s a threat to Queen
Victoria herself.
Hexed Penguin
A compiler translates a program
written in a high level language into
a program written in a lower level
language. For students of computer
science, building a compiler from
scratch is a rite of passage: a
challenging and fun project that
offers insight into many different
aspects of computer science, some
deeply theoretical, and others
highly practical. This book offers a
one semester introduction into
compiler construction, enabling the
reader to build a simple compiler
that accepts a C-like language and
translates it into working X86 or

ARM assembly language. It is most
suitable for undergraduate students
who have some experience
programming in C, and have taken
courses in data structures and
computer architecture.
Midnight Wolf National Geographic
Books
Four of the bestselling names in
romance and fantasy come together in
this collection of thrilling novellas
featuring powerful women who know
how to handle a hex or two.
Primal Bonds Jennifer Ashley
Collared and controlled, Shifters are
outcast from humanity. But waiting within
are passions that no collar can contain in
this novel in the New York Times
bestselling Shifters Unbound series. When
a female Shifter comes to town seeking
refuge, feline Shifter Sean Morrissey
claims the new arrival, expecting a
submissive little she-wolf. Instead, he
finds a beautiful woman who looks him
straight in the eye without fear, stirring
the mating frenzy within him. As a half-
Fae, half-Shifter, Andrea Gray is used to
looking out for herself. But in order to
relocate to a new Shiftertown and escape
an unwanted mate claim, Andrea must
accept a new mate. A Guardian seems as
good a candidate as any, but Andrea’s
intense attraction to Sean is something
she never expected—and a perilous
complication for a woman with a troubled
past.
Shifter Made Penguin
WHEN IT COMES TO SHAPESHIFTING
PARANORMAL ROMANCE, WHO CAN
RESIST... New York Times bestselling
author Angela Knight, USA Today
bestselling author Lora Leigh, and national
bestselling authors Alyssa Day and
Virginia Kantra? Whether transforming
under a blue moon or prowling the
streets, the shifters come alive to fulfill
the wildest of fantasies in this seductive
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anthology by four masters of paranormal
romance.
Complete Adventurer Jennifer Ashley
Alanna, sister to a Fae prince, is sent on a
thankless mission--to return to medieval
Ireland and coerce a Shifter to craft an
incredible sword. Niall O’Connell, master
sword maker of the old Kingdom of
Ciarrai, hates Fae, resenting the time
when Shifters were little better than Fae
slaves. But Alanna's heartbreaking story
and her beauty are difficult to resist.
Together, she and Niall forge a sword that
changes Shifter history, at the same time
forging an unbreakable bond between
their hearts. This novella is prequel to the
Shifters Unbound series, a standalone
story that tells how the Sword of the
Guardian came to be.

Definitely Dead Penguin
New York Times bestselling author
Jennifer Ashley continues her
Shifters Unbound series with the
tale of a hot hunk of a bear Shifter
on the hunt for a mate… Cormac
has been moving from one
Shiftertown to the next in search of
a mate. Now he’s in Southern
Nevada, where a beautiful, unmated
bear Shifter greets him…with a
shotgun in her hands. Nell is a hot-
tempered mother of two cubs, and
she doesn’t take kindly to new
Shifters showing up in town without
her consent—even one with a sexy
smile and brilliant blue eyes. But
when her sons are endangered and
she desperately needs help
protecting them, Cormac proves
he’s worthy of her trust as well as
her desire. Includes previews for
Jennifer Ashley’s upcoming WILD
WOLF and RULES FOR A PROPER
GOVERNESS Praise for the Shifters
Unbound series “A must-buy series

for paranormal romance
lovers.”—Fiction Vixen “Ashley’s
Shifter world is exciting, sexy, and
magical.”—Yasmine Galenorn, New
York Times bestselling author
Perfect Mate previously appeared in
Unbound Jennifer Ashley, New York
Times and USA Today bestselling
author and winner of a Romance
Writers of America RITA Award,
also writes as national bestselling
and award-winning author Allyson
James. She lives in the Southwest
with her husband and cats, and
spends most of her time in the
wonderful worlds of her stories.
Hard Mated Penguin
Primal desire sets the New York
Times bestselling Shifters Unbound
series ablaze as two fierce Shifters
discover how enticing love can be with
the thrill of the chase... You can't
outrun a hunter like Angus Murray...
The last thing black wolf Shifter Angus
Murray wants is to go chasing down
some fugitive Shifter woman for
Shifter Bureau. But when a Bureau
agent threatens Angus's son, Angus
will do anything it takes to track down
the elusive Shifter and protect his cub.
...You outfox him... For twenty years
Tasmin Calloway has been on the run,
relying on her street smarts and easy
charm to sweet-talk her way out of
trouble. She knows she should put as
much distance as possible between
herself and the hot-bodied Angus. But
she also longs to let down her guard,
to experience a true connection with
another person. Yet, with tenuous
trust comes a companionship she
never expected. And as the fragile link
between them turns to something
more, Tamsin will have to break all
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her own rules and believe Angus will
keep her secrets--and her heart--safe.
The Wicked Deeds of Daniel
Mackenzie Simon and Schuster
Can a lost princess and an injured
soldier make a go of it when a false
king wants them both dead? A woman
living in secret, hiding her true
nature... Gina is a doctor in New York
City. What nobody knows is that she’s
also tiger-shifter royalty, living in
exile. Guarding her secret has kept her
safe, but all that is about to change. An
injured soldier who calls to her heart...
Mitch is injured and out of the action.
He wakes up in a strange place, with a
beautiful woman. Normally, not a
problem, but this woman is special.
She’s a white tiger and daughter of
the lost king. She’s too good for the
likes of him, but there’s an undeniable
spark of attraction drawing them
closer together. A love that will make
the earth tremble beneath their feet...
When evil challenges, Mitch will fight
to keep Gina safe. A harrowing
journey to the side of a fiery volcano
brings secret knowledge and a power
none of them ever expected. Will it be
enough to prevail? Only victory will
keep his lady safe. And only victory
will allow Gina to claim the man she
truly loves. The String of Fate series
includes: 1. Cat's Cradle 2. King's
Throne 3. Jacob's Ladder 4. Her
Warriors String of Fate is also related
to, and a part of, the larger Tales of
the Were series. For more great big
cat shifter stories set in this world,
check out the Redstone Clan set,
which includes: - The Purrfect
Stranger (novella) 1. Grif 2. Red 3.
Magnus 4. Bobcat 5. Matt
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